Aloha LoveTribe,
Thank-You!! Our liquidation LoveFest continues ... This Week:

Nor, Nataya & Moonlight additional 30% off!
And continuing the previous discounts:
Citron 30% off, Inizio 50% off, Mens 30%
off, all foot wear 50% off!
Also free with purchase, a small bottle of hand
sanitizer or 2 if you want to give one to a
person in need. I've been passing them out
(making sure my own hands are sanitized
before getting one out) to homeless people as
I pass them on the street or stopped in my car
at an offramp to the freeway where they are
requesting support.
I know most of us are overwhelmed by this crazy movie we find
ourselves in. Yet it is this systemic inequity, this imbalance, created
out of fear and lack of love which creates greed, feeling unworthy,
hatred, and it is up to us all to repair. In fact it is a gift for us to repair
as it grows the love that makes life joyful and makes us capable of
being aware of our oneness.
A couple of stories from this week:

This beautiful woman, Andrea, came in this week to cash in a gift
certificate from 1995! She also brought in the newsletter from that
era. Wow! She still had them! I used to send out 2 newsletters a
year.
Thanks for modeling Andrea! And for the long connection.
She's looking fabulous in a dress from the Norwegian designer Nor
May we be able to honor a gift certificate in 2045!
And yeah! I had a back
yard social distancing,
wearing new masks,
playdate with my dear
friends Jahanara and
Wavy Gravy. (see
below for all things
Wavy). They were both
wearing their new
Outback finds.
So here's the Wavy
story I spoke of in the
last newsletter.
About 25 years ago
(hmmm two 25 years
ago stories in one
week!). I had a

Jah wearing Everyone's a Star T
and Wavy in Fab silk Citron shirt

vision/experience of the future of our collective mind. It felt like a
"mindquake", an earthquake of the mind. It was hard to tell the
ground from the sky. The next day Wavy came by Outback and I told
him of this vision and he said, Instead of mindquakes, turn them into
mirthquakes! YES!
We are on the roller coaster, enjoy the ride, that future's in sight ...
laugh and scream in delight!
And as we cultivate our inner core, our intuition, our sense of humor
and fun ... we learn to trust in the unfolding. We are involuting into
the awareness of our oneness.
On that note of not knowing, there are deep fakes and hacking to
navigate, my personal email was hacked this week. If you ever get
an email from me that just has a link and not a message ... or a
message that doesn't sound like me ... it probably isn't. My intention
is to enhance the flow of love and beauty ... if it doesn't do that
(even if I did write it!) ... DELETE!
So everything Wavy ... well a few things ... the movie about him
Saint Misbehavin is a fabulous, fun and enLightening movie, as is his
autobigraphy, Something Good for a Change: Random Notes on
Peace Thru Living. I wish I still had some copies Outback, as they're
hard to find. I've read mine many times! Always fun! And his two
other amazing gifts to the world, that deserve what ever donations
you can come up with, Seva ending blindness and helping over 40
million people see in underserved communities (along with Larry
Brilliant and Ram Das). And my favorite of his and Jahanara's babies
(Jah has always been backbone as well as "co-heart" to everything
Wavy) ... Camp Winnarainbow. They're doing a day camp this
summer which as a full time "granmama", I know how essential that
is to the kids and the parents. If you want to help them break even,
donate here

May your days be filled the synchronistic miracles ... small and
large, that expand as you notice and appreciate them.
As always ... Being Fearless - Choosing Love
xoxo Devi

Instagram posting ... Vintage and remakes ... throwback Outback

The shop will probably be closed this Saturday unless you all
come up with someone to host/style for the day (or days!)

This week: Nataya, NOR & Moonlight 30% off!
Continuing: Additional discounts to our discounted prices.
Men's shirts 30% Citron 30% off * Inizio 50% off * shoes 50% off
Plus new things added to our 50-70% off, $10-$38 racks

Password: LoveTribe (The public is getting 20/25% off)
Berkeley Hours: 11-4ish every day but Tuesday
Pt Richmond Hours: Wed-Sat 12-4ish
New Hours Ashland Hours: Everyday but Tuesday 11-6
Outback x Library is open every Saturday 12-4
(except this one, unless someone appears to open it)
Our online shop is still open but because of things selling

from the shops before we can take them offline we can't
guarantee we have it but we will refund within a day.

OutbackInTheTempleOfVenus.com

OnLine Discount Codes:
Moonlight30 for 30% off Moonlight
Nor30 for 30% off Nor
INIZIO50 FOR 50 or 50% off Inizio
CITRON30 for 30% off Citron

LoveTribe25 for 25% off everything
Remember to enter the code when checking out (and if you forget email us)
We will correct with refunding the difference

All orders are returnable and/or exchangeable.
They are packed using sanitation procedures.

30% off Mens' shirts
30% off Moonlight
30% off Nor
30% off Nataya

50% off Inizio Linen
30% off Citron
25% off everything else
except the $10, 20, 24, 38 and
1/2 off racks
Offer Expires:July 29

CODE: LOVETRIBE25
Nor30 Moonlight30
CITRON30
INIZIO50
Password: LoveTribe

